CHAPTER XIII
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE MIND
" You cannot be wise without some basis of knowledge; but
you may easily acquire knowledge and remain bare of wisdom."
Thus does Professor Whitehead call our attention to a distinc-
tion that has been recognized for long enough. Knowledge
or erudition is the mere possession of facts, but wisdom is the
added power to use and apply the knowledge which is at one's
disposal. It is not knowledge of facts that we extol so much
as the knowledge that these facts are relevant to certain situa-
tions. Wisdom has always been exalted far above knowledge.
In many a story the stupid pedant is unfavourably contrasted
' with the smart, clever person who sees the meaning of things
and can make a little knowledge go a long way. The simple
hero of a legend performs feats that baffle the learned; and
the king who was dubbed "the wisest fool in Christendom"
was just one who had acquired learning without the power to
use it.
Whenever educators have thought about the matter, they
too have seen clearly that wisdom is the goal and that know-
ledge is only the means of reaching it. But in the history of
education there have been many barren periods during which
mere knowledge has been pursued as a desirable end in itself.
At such times education has been a meaningless pumping in
of facts. Popular education, for example, beginning as it did
in an era of supreme intellectual achievement, aimed almost
solely at producing people who knew facts: such facts were
expected, in some mysterious way, to transmute base metal
into gold, and to exalt their possessor to the highest heights of
manhood. Grants to elementary schools were paid according
to the results which could be assessed by His Majesty's In-
spector with his test-cards. But gradually it was realized that
the success of a school was not to be estimated by the number
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